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What and
who are 4DH?
• Strategic Research Centre
financed by the Danish
Research Council and the
partners
• Universities and Industry
including manufactories,
consultants and DH
companies
• International partners

The long-term Objective of
Danish Energy Policy
Expressed by former Prime
Minister Anders Fogh
Rasmussen in his opening
speech to the Parliament in
2006 and in several political
agreements since then:

Prime minister 16 November 2008:
”We will free Denmark totally from
fossil fuels like oil, coal and gas”

To convert to 100%
Renewable Energy
Prime minister 16 November 2008:
”… position Denmark in the heart
of green growth”

New Government
September 2011
• 100% RES by 2050
• 100% RES for electricity and
heating by 2035
• No coal on power plants and no oil
for heating households by 2030
• 50% wind in electricity supply by
2020
• 40% CO2 reduction by 2020
compared to 1990

Background
District heating has an important role to
play in future Sustainable Energy
Systems:
-

Energy efficiency
Renewable energy and waste
System integration of wind etc.

District heating technology has to be
further developed (4GDH):
-

Low energy buildings
Low temperature sources
Low Grid loses

Aim and Objectives
The Aim is to assist in the development of 4th Generation
District Heating Technologies and Systems (4GDH).

Objectives:
- Scientific platform for research activities
- Societal understanding of the role of District Heating
- Further additional national and international projects

Why 4th Generation ?
First Generation (1880-1930):
Steam as heat carrier. Is today in use in e.g.
Manhattan, Paris and partly in Copenhagen.

Second Generation (1930-1970):
Pressurised hot water as heat carrier with temperature above 100 C.
Can be found today in older parts of current water-based systems.

Third Generation (1970-present):
Pressurised water with temperatures below 100 C.
Used in replacements in Central and Eastern Europe
and all extensions in China, Korea, Europe, USA and Canada.

Three pillars
Supply:
Low temperature District heating

Production:
Renewable Systems Integration

Organisation:
Planning and Implementation

Supply:
Low temperature District heating
Grids and components:
- low-temperature district heating systems
based on renewable energy.
- new knowledge of the hardware and
software technologies of the new
generation of district heating systems
- existing energy renovated buildings and
new low-energy buildings.

Production:
Renewable Systems Integration
Production and system integration:
- the development of energy systems analysis
tools, methodologies and theories
- scenario building of future sustainable energy
systems.
- The aim is to identify the role of district heating
systems and technologies in various countries

Organisation:
Planning and Implementation
Planning and implementation:
- further development of the planning and
management systems
- spatial analysis and geographical
information systems (GIS) as a tool for
planners and decision-makers.
- organisation and design of specific public
regulation measures including ownership,
tariffs, reforms etc.

13 PhD projects
Strategic Research Centre for 4th Generation District Heating Technologies and Systems

PhD 1.1. Heating of existing buildings by low-temperature district heating
PhD 1.2. Supply of domestic hot water at comfort temperatures without Legionella
PhD 1.3. Conversion of existing district heating grids to low-temperature operation and
extension to new areas of buildings
PhD 1.4 Minimising losses in the DH distribution grid
Ph.D. 2.1: Energy Scenarios for Denmark
Ph.D. 2.2 Thermal storage in district heating systems
Ph.D. 2.3 Distributed CHP-plants optimized across more electricity markets
Ph.D. 2.4 Low-temperature energy sources for district heating
Ph.D. 2.5 The role of district heating in the Chinese energy system
PhD 3.1: Strategic energy planning in a municipal and legal perspective
PhD 3.2: Price regulation, tariff models and ownership as elements of strategic energy planning
PhD 3.3: Geographical representations of heat demand, efficiency and supply
PhD 3.4: Geographical representations of renewable energy systems

International Dimension
International Partners:
-

Tsinghua University, China
Chalmers, Halmstad and
Linnaeus universities, Sweden
Zagreb, Croatia
Euro Heat and Power

First result:
Heat Road Map Europe
First pre-study

Interdiciplinary
PhD courses
At the different participating universities

Management activities:
International collaboration, Consortium
activities and dissemination

4GDH concept:
Further development of the concept.

Consortium meetings
- Conference on 4GDH
Technologies and Systems
(Public)
- Status and administrative
meetings (4DH Participants)

Dissemination

Consortium activities

International collaboration

6-year project (2012-2017)
with on-going dissemination.

PhD courses and seminars

Administrative and
4GDH concept (WP0)
District Heating Grids and
Components (WP1)

District Heating Production and
System Integration (WP2)

· House installation, pipes, pumps,
heat exchangers

· DH

· Low-temperature distribution
concepts

· The role of DH in national energy
systems

production and integration
into electricity markets

District Heating Planning and
Implementation (WP3)
· Heat atlas and GIS planning tools

· Institutions and Public Regulation

Europe IEA 2010 and
EU CPI scenario 2050
CPI = Current Policy Initiatives

IEA Statistics 2009

Reference (12% DH)
(IEA 2010 and EU CPI 2050)
Versus
Reference plus 30% and
50% DH (and CHP etc.)

EU Energy Roadmap 2050
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Figure 1: Illustration of the concept of 4th Generation District Heating
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Smart heating and
cooling grids
• In the European Commission’s strategy
[7] for a competitive, sustainable and
secure “Energy 2020“, the need for “high
efficiency cogeneration, district heating
and cooling” is highlighted (page 8). The
paper launches projects to promote,
among others, “smart electricity grids”
along with “smart heating and cooling
grids” (page 16).

Smart Grid (2005)
No definition.
However it can be understood
from the context that a smart grid
is a power network using modern
computer and communication
technology to achieve a network
which can better deal with
potential failures.

Smart Grid - definitions
“A smart grid is an electricity grid that uses information and communications
technology to gather and act on information, such as information about the
behaviors of suppliers and consumers, in an automated fashion to improve the
efficiency, reliability, economics, and sustainability of the production and
distribution of electricity.” (U.S. Department of Energy)
“Smart Grids … concerns an electricity network that can intelligently integrate
the actions of all users connected to it - generators, consumers and those that
do both - in order to efficiently deliver sustainable, economic and secure
electricity supplies.” (SmartGrids European Technology Platform, 2006).
“A Smart Grid is an electricity network that can cost efficiently integrate the
behaviour and actions of all users connected to it – generators, consumers and
those that do both – in order to ensure economically efficient, sustainable
power system with low losses and high levels of quality and security of supply
and safety.” (European Commission, 2011)
“Smart grids are networks that monitor and manage the transport of electricity
from all generation sources to meet the varying electricity demands of end
users” …. “The widespread deployment of smart grids is crucial to achieving a
more secure and sustainable energy future.” (International Energy Agency
2013).

Smart Energy Systems
•

Electricity Smart Grids are define as electricity infrastructures that can
intelligently integrate the actions of all users connected to it - generators,
consumers and those that do both - in order to efficiently deliver sustainable,
economic and secure electricity supplies.
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energy system.

•

Gas Smart Grids are defined as gas infrastructures that can intelligent integrate
the actions of all users connected to it - supplies, consumers and those that do
both - in order to efficiently deliver sustainable, economic and secure gas
supplies and storage.
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4th Generation District Heating
4th Generation District Heating technological
Systems are defined as a coherent technological and
institutional system, which by use of district heating
smart grids helps a suitable implementation of
renewable energy systems by providing for heat
supply of low-energy-buildings with low grid losses in
a way in which the use of low-temperature heat
sources are integrated with the operation of electricity
and gas smart grids. The concept involves the
development of an institutional and organisational
framework to facilitate suitable cost and motivation
structures.

1st generation
Period
of
best 1880-1930
available technology

2nd generation
1930-1980

3rd generation
1980-20xx

4th generation
20xx-2050

Heat carrier

Steam

Pressurised hot water Pressurised hot water Low-temperature
mostly over 100oC
often below 100oC
water 50-60 oC

Label

Steam

A. Soviet systems
B. Market-based systems

Scandinavian

4GDH

Large-scale
CHP,
distributed
CHP,
Biomass or fossil fuel
boilers

Low-temp. RES
CHP integrated with
heat pumps
Waste-heat

Typical components
Quality
Current use
Heat
Production

Buildings

Integration
with
electricity supply

Use of
Renewable Energy

Apartment buildings
Xx kWh/m2

Apartment
attached houses
Yy kWh/m2

and Low-energy and plus
energy buidings: <
100 kWh/m2

CHP on Spot-market

CHP-systems
integrated with heat
pumps and operated
on regulating and
reserve
power
markets as well as
spot markets.
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